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Technology Overview
Nextiles merges traditional sewing technology with
advanced materials to replicate semiconductive circuits into
fabrics. The technology combines semiconductive fibers,
advanced manufacturing, and new algorithms to capture
motion and biomechanical analysis. Our primary sensors are
designed to measure fundamental forces such as bending,
stretching, and pressure. Through apparel-based sensors,
forces from joint and limb movements are captured to calculate motion mechanics such as angle, displacement, and
position. Data insights are generated from these metrics to
inform the user on their performance (work, power, stress,
etc.), technique (posture, body position, etc.), and personalized insights (recommended workout, injury prevention
analysis, etc.).
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Hardware Design

Nextiles’ technology utilizes a hardware stack
starting with semiconductive materials, then to
threads, to fabrics, to sensor design, and finally to apparel products, which are assembled and connected
to a detachable wireless controller. Nextiles uses safe
and skin compatible conductive materials such as
copper, silver, and stainless steel to create it’s blend
of textiles. Bulk material is cut and assembled into
sensorized patterns using advanced manufacturing
methods such as laser/vinyl cutting and motorized
sewing. Patterns are engineered to mimic the routing
and logic used in printed circuit boards (PCBs) to produce force sensitive fabrics. The sensorized patterns
are assembled into a final garment made with a de-

tachable wireless controller which handles onboard
data processing and transmission to a receiving device, such as a phone, desktop, or dedicated receiver.
The motivation is to create sensors that can conform to the complex geometries of the human body
without sacrificing the intelligence and quality of the
sensors themselves. Nextiles’ hardware stack capitalizes on the flexible and durable form-factor of textiles with the sensing capabilities of electronics. By
melding the mechanical benefits of textiles with the
computing power of semiconductors, the outcome is
a superior hybrid wearable that provides seamless
physiological measurements for consumers, athletes,
and medical practitioners.
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1.1 Advanced Materials
Nextiles’ base ingredient is conductive material such as copper, stainless steel, or silver blended
through a variety of deposition and mixing processes
binding them into weavable fibers. These fibers can
be anything synthetic or organic such as nylon, polyester, spandex, cotton, silk, and even wool (Figure
1). The tensile strength, pliability, and other physical
properties are inherited from the base thread, making these threads as physically robust as traditional
threads while exhibiting semiconductive characteristics.
Systems of fibers can be assembled into knit,
woven, and non-woven fabrics. Conductive fabrics,
much like their traditional fabric counterparts, are
flexible, soft, safe-to-touch, and are amenable to all
types of cut-and-sew processes found in traditional
garment manufacturing (Figure 2, 3).

Entire palettes of conductive fabric can be manufactured for large production cut-and-sew assemblies. Palette widths of 40 in to 60 in (3.3 ft; 1 meter to 5
ft; 1.5 meters) can be rolled up to several hundred yards
long (approximately 1 km) and can be directly rolled
into cut-sew machines such as vinyl and laser cutters, automatic sewers, or hand processed. Threads
have been tested on hundreds of industrial sewing
machines - brands ranging from Juki, Brother, Singer,
Janome, and Bernina, were all effective in sewing fabric-based circuits. Stitch speeds of 500-1,000 stitches
per minute do not hinder quality of stitch or damage
the machine or threads. Fabrics tested in 50+ washdry cycles showed no degradation to fabric quality or
electromechanical properties.

Figure 1 | Nextiles conductive threads for sewing and
embroidery of circuit-like patterns Top to bottom: conductive wool, silver, yarn and stainless steel (316L) blend,
copper, 2-ply stainless steel, 3-ply stainless steel.
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Figure 2 | Stainless steel coated cotton and nylon knit
fabric Mechanical sensitive knit fabrics have resistances
between 100 Ohm to 10 kilo Ohm depending on the measurement application.

Figure 4 | Stretch Typically knitted
fabrics are used, and the amount
of spatial deformation between
threads measure the direction and
magnitude of the stretching force.

Figure 3 | Stainless steel coated nylon woven fabric Resistances range from 2 Ohm per sq. but can vary upwards
to 1 kilo Ohm per sq. to 100 kilo Ohm per sq. depending on
the measurement application.

Figure 5 | Pressure Knitted or
woven fabrics are used to measure
the compressive and tension forces
between layers of fabric to interpret
vertical force.
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Figure 6 | Twist Threads that twist
along an axis of rotation measure
both stretch and pressure forces.
Twist vectors are then calculated to
sense the amount of fabric rotation
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Figure 7 | Knitted or weaved interlocks of conductive and
non-conductive fabrics in 2 and 3-dimensional patterns
Controlled exposure of conductive and non-conductive
regions provides a tunable surface resistance capable of
measuring mechanical changes of the fabric through a
piezoresistive or piezoelectric response.

1.2 Sensor Capabilities
Motion sensitive fabrics are made with specialized peizoelectric or peizoresistive knits, woven, and
non-woven textiles. These textiles are stitched into
proprietary patterns that, when arranged on a garment, mimic that of force sensitive circuits for bend,
stretch, and pressure. Mechanistically, peizoresistive
fabrics behave with resistance proportional to R = ρ
l / A, where l = length and A = area of the cross-section of the measured direction. When threads within
the fabrics are distorted, the resistance increases
or decreases depending on the changes in l and
A. Utilizing this concept, peizoresistive fabrics are
sewn with patterns of conductive and interdigitated
non-conductive threads that allow specific measurement of stretch (Figure 4), pressure (Figure 5), and
twist (Figure 6) through electromechanical change
in resistance. The same concept can be applied to
peizoelectric fabrics for capacitive sensing.

Force-sensitive fabrics can be customized depending on the measurement application. The material type, weight of thread, and either knit or woven
pattern can be tuned to best measure a specific area
(Figure 7). Reasons to fine-tune sensitivity include
measuring joints, limb movements, torso posture,
torso rotation, hip/joint rotations, etc. To examine
the robustness and resilience of the fabrics’ electromechanical properties, threads and fabrics were
washed and dried several times in multiple temperatures and solvents. After 50 wash and dry cycles,
there were no obvious signs of wear or tear, degradation of conductive quality, or loss of sensing capability. Nextiles is currently repeating these washing
and drying steps for up to a hundred cycles to empirically determine the maximum number before significant material failure.
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2 Our Products
Nextiles fabrics are assembled into distinct motion sensors strategically placed into garments that
measure a particular biomechanical area, such as
the elbow, knee, foot, etc. The components comprising a Nextiles product are the sensors, the base fabric
material of the garment such as polyester, and an
electronic unit (referred to as the CPU) which includes
a battery, and coordinates the communication between the sensor and receiving device, such as a

phone. The CPU also includes an IMU (inertial measurement unit) and onboard sensors typically found
in most wearable devices. Unlike most wearables, the
CPU can be separated from the sensors and placed in
a comfortable and convenient location on the body.
The CPU is also detachable if the garment were to be
washed and dried.

2.1 ARM and Knee Sleeve

Any fabric

IMU, bluetooth, & battery stack

Proprietary thread- based sensors

Figure 8 | Arm and Knee sleeve The components that comprise the Nextiles compression sleeve are a base fabric made
of a polyester spandex blend, the fabric sensor around the elbow joint, and a detachable CPU module responsible for
wireless communication and IMU sensing.

The arm and knee sleeve (either referred to as a
“sleeve”) include a bend and pressure sensor placed
around the elbow or knee hinge joint. The flexion of
the arm or leg causes the fabric and sensor to bend,
producing a force whose signal is then transferred
and computed by the CPU (Figure 8). Each sleeve is
able to compute raw force data on the joint, angle,

and range of motion. The base fabric is typically a
polyester spandex blend found in many consumer
and medical grade compression sleeves which by its
nature, contains moisture-wicking and antimicrobial
properties. The CPU is detachable and has a lifespan
of 24-48 hours depending on level of use.
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2.2 Sock

Any fabric

The sock, much like the compression sleeve, is
a polyester/spandex fabric blend combined with
a pressure sensitive footing for ground force measurements (Figure 9). Multiple pressure sensors are
placed around the sole, tarsals, and toes. Forces are
then reconstructed to determine balance, center of
mass, and gait symmetry. The CPU is placed at the
upper-base of the heel and is detachable. The CPU is
interchangeable with the CPU of the sleeve product,
and has a similar battery life of 24-48 hours.

IMU, bluetooth, & battery stack

Proprietary thread- based sensors

Figure 9 | Sock Like the sleeve, the components are the fabric,
sensor, and the CPU. Differentially, the sock is embedded with
multiple pressure sensors around the foot landing area.

2.3 Chest/Breathing
An internal R&D study was performed to test
whether Nextiles’ stretch sensitive fabrics could detect the expansion and contraction of a chest during
breathing. A stretch sensor was placed at the base
of the chest to measure compressive and expansive
forces during exhalation and inhalation, respectively. The CPU placed on the garment also contained
an IMU to measure acceleration and gyration of the
torso in motion. Combined, the data was used to
correlate breathing with the body’s holistic motion
activity. The technology was inspired by the growth
in meditation and controlled breathing studies that
allow users to engage in active breathing and mindfulness exercises.

Strap

Sensor

Figure 10 | Chest / Breathing A band of conductive fabric
around the sternum can measure the expansion and compressive forces of the chest during breathing.
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2.4 Force Plates
Force plates have been an attractive solution to
capture ground force data; however, the weight, cost,
and usage makes force plates extremely cumbersome and inaccessible. Therefore, Nextiles has developed a fabric-based surface material that is responsive to ground forces. The surface material is made of
carpet-like material, and sandwiched between are
pressure sensitive fabrics capable of measuring vertical force. The threads are arrayed in a matrix of sensors to topographically discern location of impact,
direction of impact, and time between impacts. The
surface is approximately 0.2 lbs (0.1 kg) per square
foot, making it as portable as a bath towel. The surface can be rolled or folded to fit a desired compartment or personal bag for easy transportation.

Sensor

Any fabric

Figure 11 | Force Plates Metallized pressure sensors found in
force plates can be replaced with pressure sensitive fabrics - reducing cost, weight, and improving usability.

2.5 Biometrics - EKG, EMG, EEG, etc.
A field of study emerging out of Nextiles is the
transformation of biomechanical fabric sensors into
biometric sensors for physiological measurements.
A study supported by the NSF and Air Force allowed
Nextiles to realize that small voltages from the skin
can be picked up with accurate resolution through
highly conductive fabric materials. Skin-voltage
measurement through fabric (referred to as EXG sensors) allow new opportunities to study EKG (heart),
EMG (muscle), EEG (brain) and EOG (eye). Applications include physical fatigue and cognitive load
measurements, as well as comfortable and long-term
performance tracking.

Conductive fabric

Sensor

Figure 12 | Biometric A new suite of conductive fabrics are
tailored for small skin voltage pickup for EXG measurements.
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2.6 Connectors
Connectors are the backbone of any robust and
reliable circuit element depending on multiple parts.
To facilitate multiple sensor integrations, as well as
communication with the CPU, fabrics are modified
with proprietary conductive gels and adhesives that
permanently bond onto printed circuit boards (PCBs)
(Figure 13). Connectors can be on solder pads, wired
termini, battery pads, and expose any array of secondary connectors such as USB ports, jumper wires,
ethernet cables, etc.

Figure 13 | Connectors Conductive threads and fabrics are
engineered to be compatible with a variety of adhesives
and mechanical bonds with traditional connectors.

3 Data & Analytics
The consumer market has focused on Inertial
Measurement Unit (IMU) sensors such as accelerometers and gyrometers. Historically, IMUs have been
used in the spacecraft industry, orienting objects in
flight. With the rise of Moore’s law, these chips have
been commercialized as small and cheap devices.
Most wearable products have favored IMUs for their
smaller form factor and growing popularity in consumer electronics such as phones and smart watches.
Features such as phone’s tilt detection, and Fitbit-like
walk detection have all been enabled by IMUs.
Unfortunately, measurements from these sensors
are several layers removed from true biomechanical
data. Accelerometers require two integrations with
respect to time to determine position, and gyration
requires an integration to achieve angle position from
angular velocity. These transformations incur cali-

bration errors, drift, and prior-knowledge on initial
conditions, requiring intense signal processing to gain
spatially relevant data. Even then, the insights are
mainly limited to on/off movement detection and holistic motion data such as step count. On the contrary,
data captured by Nextiles’ fabric-based sensors
are directly correlated to position and movement.
Mechanical changes such as the length of stretch,
amount of pressure, and angle of bend can be mathematically derived from fundamental Newtonian
mechanics. Classical Newtonian equations for forces
can be converted to velocity, distances, and further
derived to measure work, power, and stress. Nextiles’
fabric-based sensors can be strategically combined
with IMUs to produce acute and holistic biomechanical data insights.
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3.1 Insights
Throw Count
Counts

Baseball has historically been a science and statistically powered sport (Figure 14). Athlete interest
has revolved around quantifying pitching metrics including throw count, velocity, technique, and torque
on the elbow. The Nextiles sleeve was a solution for
pitchers to better monitor pitch load and technique.

Days

Newton meter

Power

Time

Figure 14 | Baseball Compression arm sleeves are used to
measure pitch speed, torque, and power of throws.

Cut Speed

m/s2

Basketball players and coaches have approached Nextiles to better understand lower limb
and foot injuries through ground force data (Figure
15). Nextiles is delivering knee sleeves and socks to
monitor load and joint rotation around the knee and
ankle. Measurements are focused on running speeds,
cuts, and explosiveness of players’ jumps to determine which factors contribute to injuries related to
ankle rolls, shin splints, and muscle tear.

Jump

Newtons

Jump Consistency

Time

Figure 15 | Basketball Combinations of compression arm
and knee sleeves are used to measure forces and load on
joints.

Nextiles’ technology is servicing tennis athletes
by tracking the number of serves, power per serve,
and consistency of each serve during a game or
session (Figure 16). The combined metrics provide
insights on the athlete’s progress over time while
providing scores on their progress and improving the
quality of their serves.

Watts

Serve Power

Time

Newtons

Serve Consistency

Serves

Figure 16 | Tennis Compression sleeves are used to measure
consistency, volume of serves, and speed of serves.
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3.2 APIs and SDKs

Figure 17 | Centralized SDK for multiple product communication and data analytics Data insights are delivered through
an SDK downloadable on iOS, Android, and Web which process API calls leveraging machine learning.

Nextiles’ soft-good products all conform to the
same wireless enabled data stack, allowing each
product to communicate to a single piece of software. This software is provided as a Software Development Kit (SDK), a package that can be installed on
iOS, Android, and Web applications (Figure 17). The
SDK is intended to facilitate Nextiles’ device-specific
end-to-end communication for decrypting, parsing, and manipulating real-time datasets. Therefore,
clients can leverage the SDK while continuing to use
their existing code, UI, and graphics. Newer clients
can equivalently build around the SDK and produce
their company-specific app based off of the Nextiles analytics shown in Section 3.1. The SDK provides
several features that make coding, development, and
analytics easily accessible for client onboarding. The
first is Bluetooth management, removing the need

for companies to be experts in wireless data communication technology. The SDK handles discovering,
pairing, and connecting devices, and can coordinate
communication between multiple Nextiles products.
The second is data protection and management,
where multiple users and their data are stored locally
and on the cloud. Finally, the SDK bundles multiple
APIs which perform data analytics, transformations,
and machine learning to provide clients their desired
metrics, stats, and reports.
Nextiles’ APIs are methods in which apps can
offload complex transactions to the cloud. We host
several APIs for rep count, force analytics, and technique scores based on machine learned models. The
SDK provides convenience in accessing these complex transactions by exposing single line commands
such as sdk.getPower(), sdk.getReps().
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3.3 Data Integrated into the Broader Market
Each product can serve multiple sports applications by leveraging a centralized SDK. With more users, more datasets are generated and trained on the
backend APIs. With professional sports as the beachhead demographic, training sets are used to model
technique, calculate workload, and train machine
models to discern between good and bad technique
or distinguish outliers for injury likelihood.
The soft-good products are a means to deliver
seamless data results. The tiers of success for Nextiles’ business is to offer soft-good and software

solutions to athletes, the first being the sleeve. The
next is to capitalize on the growing database to build
frameworks for more robust machine-learned insights. These insights educate future product launches, such as the sock, force plates, or a full biometric
uniform (Figure 18). Insights from multiple products
and demographics will position Nextiles as a data
powered company performing longitudinal studies
on human performance, health, and injury prevention
- data-driven insight is the core value proposition of
Nextiles.

Figure 18 | Future market Accessibility of human data through form-fitting and cost effective sensors will allow Nextiles’
technology to penetrate multiple verticals at a time, with multiple product offerings and data insights.
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4 Conclusion
Nextiles’ goal is to be the leader in biomechanical, and in the future, biometric analysis through
seamless and accessible fabric-based solutions.
The technology has been strategically positioned
as a sports wearable product, but the learnings will
expand the company’s value proposition to larger
market opportunities such as consumers, medicine,
military, and industrial applications. Examples include
EKG measurements for medicine, portable force
plates for the military, and gloves for AR/VR. Outside

of sports, the company is working with the NSF, Air
Force, academic institutions, and consumer brands to
deliver more seamless data capture solutions.
As a material science and engineering company
first, the motivation starts with inventing comfortable,
accessible, and affordable materials for universal
wear. Whether today’s realization is in baseball or
basketball, the future of Nextiles is to power the next
wave of innovation for wearables 2.0.
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